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Appropriation 1.7% 1.9% 0% 0% 0% 
Compensation 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 
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CPI for State 
Appropriation 




0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Appropriation 1.7% 1.9% CPI CPI CPI 
Compensation 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 
Medical 7% Trend 7% Trend 7% Trend 7% Trend 7% Trend 













































with CPI for 
Tuition 2017 – 
2020, modified 





0% CPI CPI CPI CPI 
Appropriation 1.7% 1.9% CPI CPI CPI 
Compensation 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 
Medical 7% Trend 7% Trend 7% Trend 7% Trend 7% Trend 
Depreciation 79% 85% 90% 95% 100% 
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